Personal invitation to the AACII Congress
The Nuremberg Nicolaus Copernicus Planetarium is the largest planetarium in
Bavaria and one of the first of its kind in the world. Millions of visitors have
already visited one of the diverse fulldome shows. The 360 degree dome projections
convey exciting information about the cosmos. This new technology also fascinates
our younger generation.
As part of the AACII Congress, we will visit this planetarium and invite you
personally on Wednesday 6 July 2022 at 2 p.m. For this we ask for your answer
and registration.
The tour begins at 2 p.m. at the information stands on the subject of aerospace
from important regional and international exhibitors with unique exhibits. The
culinary refreshments from the Can family, Restaurant Mevlana, spoil the guests.
Gostenhof, formerly Gastenhof, is known for its great hospitality and intercultural
connections.
2.30 pm Welcome of the participants by and with official high-ranking
personalities. The uniqueness of innovations that help shape the future of all of us
is explained.
Prof Dr Klaus Wübbenhorst, as economics chairman of the EMN metropolitan
region of Nuremberg, will present interesting perspectives for the European
metropolitan region.
We are looking forward to your visit. You are welcome!
With best regards and wishes

Yours Ulrike Trapp
www.aacii.space

Response to the ACII event info@aacii.space
□ I will take part on Wednesday, July 6, 2022 at 2:00 p.m. Planetarium
Nuremberg next to the N-ergie VAG Nuremberg building and the public baths
in the nearby multi-storey car park, the entrance can be reached from
Gostenhofer Hauptstraße
□ Unfortunately, I cannot participate this time. This event will be photographed
and - or filmed. With your commitment/participation, you agree that pictures of
you may be published in media print, TV, online, social networks.
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